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ABSTRACT

According to some commentators, an obscure genetic condition known as chimerism “could undermine the very basis of the forensic DNA system” and force a reconsideration of “the entire project of forensic DNA.” This conclusion is as unfounded as it is unnerving. Chimerism is a consideration in, but not a real obstacle to DNA identification. This essay explains why.

CHIMERIC CRIMINALS

Several commentators have speculated about the importance of an obscure genetic condition known as chimerism for DNA identification. The most extreme views appear in a
recent book, *Genetic Justice: DNA Databanks, Criminal Investigations, and Civil Liberties.* As part of “a stream of measured arguments” that supposedly supplies “a deeper and more balanced appreciation of the issues” and an “inspiring yet realistic vision,” Sheldon Krimsky and Tania Simoncelli state that an obscure genetic condition known as chimerism “could undermine the very basis of the forensic DNA system” and force a reconsideration of “the entire project of forensic DNA.” This claim is as baseless as it is breathless. Chimerism is a consideration in, but not a major obstacle to, DNA identification. This essay explains why.

I. THE CONCERN ABOUT CHIMERAS

In Greek mythology, a chimera is the offspring of Typhon and Echidna, and a sibling of the three-headed monster, Cerberus. With the parts of a lion, a goat, and a dragon, the chir-
mera is a powerful and hideous beast. In genetics, “chimerism” is nothing like this. It is simply “the presence of two genetically distinct cell lines in an organism.” Such chimerism can be temporary, occurring after a blood transfusion, for example, or permanent, resulting from progenitor cells with different genomes dividing to generate different cell lines.

According to Genetic Justice, chimerism could well be commonplace in the general population. Krimsky and Simoncelli quote estimates of 1 in 2400, 1 in 10, 1 in 8, and even 1 in 1 for the incidence of chimerism. They conclude that “if chimerism occurs at a higher rate than the lower estimates predict, the entire project of forensic DNA would have to be reconsidered for fallibility of identification” and that “[t]he possibility that chimeras are a rule rather than a rare exception could undermine the very basis of the forensic DNA system.”

To see their point, imagine a rapist whose semen comes from one cell line but whose buccal epithelial cells—the ones scrapped off when swabbing the inside of the cheek to acquire a reference sample—represent a different cell line. This man always would slip through the net of DNA matching. Indeed, he would be positively excluded if his profile were in a law enforcement DNA database or if he provided a reference sample voluntarily (or otherwise).

Should the police therefore worry that a suspect whose DNA does not match a crime-scene sample is a chimera? Should we rethink some of the hundreds of DNA exonerations that have proved so important in pinpointing sources of error in the criminal justice system? Could it be that many of the ex-
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onerees are “[c]riminal chimeras” who have been “mistakenly exonerated”?

To assess these possibilities, we need to understand that there are various types and causes of chimerism. One or two types sometimes could create rare problems in forensic identification, but lumping together all forms and degrees of chimerism and then proposing that DNA identification might be untrustworthy because the totality of cases of chimerism might be large is fallacious. It equates a broad category of situations with a far smaller set that requires special treatment.

II. MICROCHIMERIC CRIMINALS

To understand why it is misleading to combine all cases of chimerism, let us assume that, at a sufficient level of detail, we are all chimeras. Perhaps a few of my mother’s cells became part of me (or the proto-me) that was a fetus. Maybe I shared her womb briefly with an unknown fraternal twin who passed some cells to me before that fetus or embryo was absorbed by my mother. If so, it is possible that elaborate genetic testing of enough different tissues in my body could detect their progeny along with my predominant genome.

But what effect could this have on forensic testing? If a few cells of my liver or my brain had the foreign genome, the DNA from these cells would never be detected in a forensic test of the cells from a buccal swab used to ascertain my DNA profile or in a test of the cells in bodily fluids found on victims or at crime scenes. Moreover, even if a few cells were in the tissues that are of forensic significance, they would be undetectable or would produce such small peaks in an electropherogram that no analyst would consider them part of a profile. Consequently, chimerism could be ubiquitous—and irrelevant to forensic
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testing.

In fact, the transfer of blood between mother and fetus or between twins does produce cases of “microchimerism” with surprising frequency.\(^{22}\) But even in the unlikely event that ordinary forensic testing would detect the foreign blood cells, the result would not be a false exclusion. The sample would show extra alleles, just as any other mixture that includes the suspect’s major strain of DNA might.\(^{23}\) Thus, although analysts need to be aware of chimerism as a possible explanation for apparent mixtures, it is not clear that congenital blood chimerism has the dramatic “implications for paternity testing and forensic analysis”\(^ {24}\) that Krimsky, Simoncelli, and other commentators seem to attribute to all chimerism.

III. ACQUIRED CHIMERISM: BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS AND BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION

Blood transfusions certainly produce short-term chimerism, but it should not produce exclusions.\(^ {25}\) If the reference sample is blood after a transfusion, it obviously will be a mixture.\(^ {26}\) If the trace evidence also is blood, then both mixtures should match. Not only will the transfused criminal be included as a possible suspect, but the association will be especially powerful because the chance of an innocent person also being a chimera carrying around precisely the same double DNA types is infinitesimal.\(^ {27}\) If the trace sample is epithelial cells, hair, or semen from the transfused criminal, then the blood reference
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sample should show a mixed profile including the trace profile. 28 Again, the temporary chimera would not be excluded.

Complete bone marrow replacement, on the other hand, would result in an individual whose blood cells have the donor’s DNA type and whose other tissues continue to have his own type. 29 Police encountered such a person in a sexual assault investigation in Alaska in 2005. 30 DNA from semen matched a blood sample in the criminal data bank. 31 Yet, this person was in jail when the assault took place, and police already had matched the semen DNA to their prime suspect. 32 The two men were brothers, and the one in jail had received bone marrow from the other years earlier. 33 As one would expect, a cheek swab excluded the jailed bone marrow recipient. 34 Such cases obviously are exceptional, and more recent bone marrow transplant patients may receive lower doses of chemotherapy and radiation that do not kill all their bone marrow cells. 35 Their blood DNA profile will be a mixture from both the donor and recipient, further reducing the chance of false exclusions. 36

IV. TETRAGAMETIC CRIMINALS

Another type of chimerism could produce the worrisome kind of “chimeric criminals” that Genetic Justice discusses. 37 It
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is called tetragametic because the individual fetus develops in utero not from the normal two sex cells—the mother’s egg cell fertilized by the father’s sperm cell—but from four sex cells. As one group of researchers explains:

[T]etragametic chimerism . . . occurs through the fertilization of two ova by two spermatozoa, followed by the fusion of the zygotes and the development of an organism with intermingled cell lines. Examples have been found in mice and other mammalian species, including humans. Affected persons are identified by the finding of two populations of red cells or ambiguous genitalia and hermaphroditism, alone or in combination; such persons sometimes also have patchy skin or eye pigmentation.

The very early fusion of twins is less common than microchimerism. Even rarer are cases in which the individual—who might grow up to become a “chimeric criminal”—is phenotypically normal. In 2002, however, physicians reported such a person after tissue-typing the family of a 52-year-old woman who needed a kidney transplant. The patient, it seemed from the HLA typing, could not be the biological mother of two of her three children. Extensive testing established that her blood was entirely one cell line, while other tissues, including the buccal epithelium, skin, and hair were a mixture of two cell lines.

A legal case of tetragenic chimerism arose a year later. In 2003, “Lydia Fairchild, a mother of three who was pregnant with her fourth child, [applied] for public assistance in the state of Washington.” The analysis of DNA samples for paternity tests unexpectedly showed that she was not the biological mother of the three children. Not only was Fairchild denied public assistance, but she was “accused of attempting to defraud the government.” However, the court appointed a witness to be present at the fourth birth. Blood samples were
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taken, and once again, parentage testing indicated that Fairchild “was not the mother of the fourth child.”\textsuperscript{49} Now the prosecutor hypothesized that she might have been a surrogate mother carrying another woman’s implanted embryo.\textsuperscript{50} Fairchild’s lawyer, who had learned of the case of a tetragametic transplant patient, requested further DNA testing.\textsuperscript{51} “The DNA found in Ms. Fairchild’s skin, hair, and saliva did not match her children’s, but a sample taken from her cervical smear did match theirs. Ms. Fairchild was yet another chimera.”\textsuperscript{52}

Thus, some cases of tetragametic chimerism do show that “it is possible in theory for DNA testing from different tissues of a chimeric individual to not match one another and thus lead to a false exclusion.”\textsuperscript{53} So the question for forensics is how common it would be (1) for an individual to have a single cell line in one tissue of forensic interest (such as blood or semen that could be left at a crime scene), but (2) not to have the same cell line in a buccal swab that would provide reference DNA. Even the kidney transplant patient who was the subject of the remarkable case report in the \textit{New England Journal of Medicine} does not fall into this category, since her epithelial cells showed both cell lines.\textsuperscript{54} Had she been a criminal suspect, a buccal swab would have revealed both cell lines, making it impossible to exclude her as a suspect.

The suggestion that tetragametic chimerism, let alone the subclass of it described above, could occur in nearly 100\% of the population is frivolous. Hundreds of thousands of paternity tests are performed every year.\textsuperscript{55} If tetragametic chimerism were common, many exclusions of mothers would be occurring, and many instances of extra alleles in the men, women, and
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children who are tested would be appearing. They are not. A geneticist at Stanford University noted that:

If the DNA testing company has experience with this sort of thing, they'll be able to recognize that the sample is either contaminated or comes from some sort of chimera. One company I spoke with said they had had two chimeras so far and were able to tell the paternity.

The fact that forensic science conferences and journals devote time and space to the occasional reports of tetragametic chimerism also suggests that these cases are rarities.

In short, considering the nature and types of chimerism and the implications of each type for forensic identity testing, it should be clear that the fears raised about chimerism are exaggerated. Even if all “chimeras are a rule rather than a rare exception,” it would be false to conclude that “the very basis of the forensic DNA system” would be in danger. Chimerism of various types is real enough, but chimerism is not a general obstacle to parentage or identity testing. Forensic analysts need to understand its possible effects, but the prospect of a horde of tetragametic criminals does not warrant reconsideration of the entire project of forensic DNA. The prospect, one might say, is itself chimerical.
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